ABSTRACT
Planning" regarding "science and technology input and basic conditions platform of science and technology" presented a description of the basic foundations platform of science and technology: "supported by the technology of information and network, etc, it consists of research and experimental bases, large-scale scientific facilities and instruments, scientific data and information, and natural science and technology resources, which are a support system serving for technological innovation of whole society through effective configuration and sharing."
On February 6, 2006, the State Council issued the "Program of National Scientific Quality Action Plan (2006-2010-2020) " that established an objective that will greatly improve the education, promotion and popularization of science and technology and the quality of national science.
On September 14th, 2006, the National Scientific Quality Office issued a notification regarding forwarding of the "Executive Plan of Resource Exploitation of Science Popularization and Sharing Project" (Quan, Ke, Zhu, Ban, & Fa, 2006) , which clearly sets forth "by taking the Digital Science and Technology Museum of China as priority, to construct information resources sharing and a communication platform for science popularization and to explore effective modes for the product resources of science popularization for serving the public."
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROJECT CONSTRUCTION (I) It complies with the objective requirement of Internet-based science popularization in China
Along with social development, more and more information resources, especially resources regarding public interest and scientific education, are accessible to the public internationally on the Internet. Integrating, processing, and converting the existing public scientific and technical information resources into information for science popularization that can be understood by the masses and can be used by public science educators and shared via Internet is becoming an international development trend. Entertainment and interactive science popularization information is popular with the public and has significant long term potential. Taking a broad view of the development trend of Internet-based science popularization in some developed countries, the mixture of on-line scientific experiments, detailed explanations or scientific cartoons, and even games have Data Science Journal, Volume 6, Supplement, 19 August 2007 replaced the traditional pattern of spreading information of science popularization websites that was welcomed by cyber-citizens. We should take advantage of new developments of this era by using the features of modern networks as a new type of media and utilizing the technologies of online games, virtual museums, virtual interactive exhibitions, and virtual scientific experimentvisualization to develop an Internet-based science popularization form which will be appreciated by the public.
The Union of Internet-based Science Popularization under the Internet Society of China performed an "Inquiry and Study of the Present Internet-based Science Popularization in China" in 2005. Based on the data collected, analyzed, and studied for 408 websites and columns of science popularization, it raised several issues concerning the present Internet-based science popularization in China:
1. Monotonous Manifestation. At present, the manifestation of science popularization websites and columns in China is monotonous, with a lack of entertainment quality and interaction. The contents of these websites are mainly text and pictures, and they ignore the more vivid and interesting multimedia manifestations such as audio, video, and games. Internet-based science popularization in China at present, and the available websites are inconvenient for public retrieval. Public science educators are frequently discouraged when searching for materials for creating works or developing products of science popularization. 
It meets the requirements of science popularization institutions and science and technology workers.
The popularization of science in China has been troubled for a long time by insufficient information resources.
It has been difficult for developers and institutions to acquire required materials, resulting in insufficient and low quality product creation and poor development for science popularization. The works and products for science popularization already developed and produced by science popularization institutions have failed to form attractive resources and failed to reach society. The value of these science popularization resources is far from being fully achieved. The exhibitions and propaganda material of science popularization locations and facilities are stale and minimal. To construct a science and technology museum on a large scale and level requires ten of millions or even hundreds of millions of RMB. However, the economic development of China has restricted the money available for this type of construction. The quantity of visitors to a Digital Science & Technology Museum of China, however, may be ten or even hundred times greater than those of a physical science and technology museum.
Visitors to a digital science and technology museum will bring a much greater investment return.
PROJECT OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRUCTION CONTENT
The construction of the Digital Science & Technology Museum of China will take three years. When finished, it will establish an information service platform and database; integrate science popularization products and information resources needed to launch an Internet-based science popularization and sharing platform, and digitalize the available social science popularization resources, thus enabling the public, especially adolescents, to increase their ability to master and command scientific knowledge and the scientific method on the virtual environment of the Internet. It will also satisfy the requirements of the developers and creators of science popularization works at the grass root level to share science popularization resource information; and improve the national scientific and cultural quality.
The project of the Digital Science & Technology Museum of China will follow the principle of "overall planning, comprehensive integration; requirement-oriented, service for society; joint construction and sharing; and construction step-wise." Stage I construction includes Museum A (Museum), Museum B (experiencing museum), Museum C (resources museum), and an information service platform construction.
(1 virtual museum, experiencing museum, and resources museum can be entered.
(VI) Establishment of standard specifications for the project
Ten basic standards have been set up according to the requirements for construction and service of the project. for science popularization with independent intellectual property, such as a coordinated retrieval system, copyright protection of digital resources, digital construction of science popularization resources, three-dimension virtual modeling, high-quality real time picture processing, and game engines for the large number of fans and staff of science popularization. The key point is to research and develop a series of standard specifications for information resources integration and the sharing of digital science popularization, to develop critical technology, and to establish a sharing service network platform, which takes centralization as major and decentralization as minor by integrating available technology. It solves two key issues: one is how to integrate national science popularization products and information resources to realize a sharing service; another one is Data Science Journal, Volume 6, Supplement, 19 August 2007 how to realize the science experiencing function of a digital science and technology museum to attract a wide audience, especially adolescents, who wish to learn about science at the popular level.
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION
The construction of the Digital Science & Technology Museum of China is groundbreaking, which means that it will be confronted with many unprecedented issues. Under the precondition of completing a high quantity of construction, it also must ensure the quality of the resources to be displayed. Therefore, several issues must be managed.
(I) How to integrate the wealth of science popularization resources and how to share them effectively
It is difficult to bring about the integration and sharing of science popularization resources. First, the resource allocation of science popularization is broad and hard to figure out. National science popularization information is dispersed across industries and departments among many institutions and individuals, making it difficult to collect, integrate, and share. Second, the contents of science popularization information resources cover many areas of science, which are difficult to assess and classify. It is also difficult to identify one standard by which the public can experience scientific knowledge from various subjects and easily retrieve the content and related knowledge of the Digital Science & Technology Museum of China.
An integrated information service with knowledge-based capability can provide all information and knowledge for a specific subject area. It also can provide different display forms during the process of presenting a knowledge point of view. An interdependent, integrated knowledge framework with hierarchical structure must be formed by connecting the knowledge hierarchies contained in each virtual museum, virtual experience museum, and science popularization resources library. However, insufficient financial investment and weak awareness of the possibilities of sharing knowledge restrict the quality and quantity of available information resources for integration and sharing.
Combining social awareness with expanded capital resources and mobilizing the enthusiasm of the society to participate in the construction of this project will be an effective approach for resolving the problem.
(II) How to realize the scientific education function of a digital science and technology museum to attract the public The public's participation rate is a major evaluation index of the construction's achievement. Under the precondition of achieving the objective of project construction to improve the participation rate of the public the following issues must be noted.
1. To handle the relationship between science and entertainment. Because online games with elaborate pictures, special effects, excellent audio effects, and fighting scenarios dominate much of the Internet, how an
Internet-based virtual science experience attracts the public, especially adolescents, is a problem worthy of study and resolution. If scientists, scientific authors, and online game designers cooperate to present original, interesting scripts, with the three-dimensional technology of game development software in virtual exhibitions, the public will be eager to use these online virtual exhibitions, as scientific games and the experience of science become entertainment. Journal, Volume 6, Supplement, 19 August 2007 2. Handling the relationship between accuracy and popularity of scientific knowledge. The design concept and expression of the virtual museum and the virtual experience museum should not be overly scientific in order to avoid difficulty for the public during use. For example, there is a virtual museum of ancient machinery introducing an ancient water conduit. The public does not want to know how to assemble the conduit or the unfamiliar names of the parts but to learn how it runs and the theory involved in its operation. Thus designers need to compile excellent scripts from the viewpoint of the user to spread the scientific knowledge contained in the museum. Therefore, to provide expertise to the public, the digital science and technology museum should consider the knowledge structure and knowledge requirements of non-professional people in order to select the necessary knowledge and to get rid of the traditional "preaching" pattern. Meanwhile, the relevance between each knowledge point and the corresponding science and technology field should be emphasized to inspire the interest of the public in science.
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3. Resolving the discrepancy between digital virtual scene and real experience. The online science experience is different from visiting a real science and technology museum. The participant cannot be in a real situation and cannot have physical contact with real exhibitions. Also the experimental objects cannot have direct chemical and physical variation; this can only be displayed virtually by the computer in a visual mode.
Therefore, except for selecting suitable material for online display, the construction of an experiential project of digital science and technology should use novel and scientific creativeness in a virtual reality display to achieve online and offline interaction to enable the participator to feel the real experience of a science and technology museum.
To sum up, the issues occurring during project construction should be constantly explored and reviewed in the China will develop a virtual exhibition of science for participators to experience the designing, fabrication, development, and experimentation of science to enhance the degree of participation of the public. Each participator may establish his own virtual laboratory and scientific experiment works online and be a constructor of a virtual exhibition of science experiencing.
PROJECT PROSPECTS
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